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It’s been a challenging winter with some truly horrible conditions and above average rainfall making 

things nearly impossible to get machinery out onto the course. We are doing all we can when we can 

with regards to general course maintenance, cutting, spraying, aeration and ironing and the course, is 

holding up well and we’ve managed to keep things open and playable throughout this winter. Whereas 

other local courses have shut and had heavy restrictions on golfers with their uses of trolleys to protect 

their courses, we are a lot less restrictive regarding this to enable as many golfers as possible to enjoy 

their course going through these winter months. We have suffered in a few areas but mainly everything 

is satisfactory for the time of year.  

The early disease on the Greens has now subsided but leaving some scaring to be addressed in the 

coming months. I’ve had a few comments about how soft they are and concerns about foot imprints, 

though it’s far from ideal this is mainly due to the excessive rainfall and the extra aeration needed to 

shift as much rainfall as possible, as previously mentioned we are keeping them cut and ironed as much 

as possible, but being foolhardy and attempting to do this when conditions are not conducive will result 

in unnecessary damage to the greens. Mainly they have kept a good cover and are healthy going 

through these winter months with only a few that have caused to be very problematic what will require 

extra attention coming into spring to restore them to their former glorious condition. 

The Tees are obviously showing signs of wear, but as we have for previous years, we are keeping all 

wear forward on the tees it gives the best possible tees going into the golfing year. Again, with previous 

years, they will be cored, dressed, seeded and fertilised to get these areas to recover as quickly as 

possible. The subject of Tee mats was mentioned, but I believe it was a general conclusion that they are 

not preferred over the current method being used. That said they are available if the consensus has 

changed. 

Coming out of the winter we will be verti draining fairways, this is a very time-consuming job and every 

consideration given is highly appreciated.  

We, as always are thankful for the part golfers take for maintaining the course by repairing pitchmarks, 

replacing divots, using the divot mix provided and adhering to the white lines and ropes around the 

course. 

The Vets section deserve an extra thanks for giving up some of their spare time to shift some leaves and 

debris from the course, for that afternoon it doubled my workforce and they managed to make a real 

difference. 

Thank you, 

Jeff Taylor. 


